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SCINTILLATION COUNTERS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF .RADIOACTIVE SAMPLES 
I 

. ' 
Radiation Laboratory and Division of Medical Physics 

University of California, Berkeley# California 

February 14# 1951 

Introduction 

During the few years since the papers of Kallmanl and Deutsch2 on.scintil= 

lation counting appeared, many investigators have been working in the field .. 

Phosphors for scintillation counting are now commercially available, 3 and a 

phototube especially sui ted to scintillation counting11 the RCA 5819 11 is also 

available .. In this·laboratory we have attempted to apply scintillation counting 

to some of our problems in biological tracer research,. 

The principal advantage of scintillation counting from our point of view is 

that it makes possible the detection of gamma-radiation with much greater effici~ 

ency than is possible with G-M counters., This opened the possibility that we 

rndght. be able to measure the activity of some of our biological samples by count-

ing gamma-rays instead of beta-particles as we had been doing previously., Samples 

containing. Fe.59 or co60 are examples., Both of these isotopes emit beta-particles 

of relatively low energy.. They each emit two gamma-rays with energies of about 

1 .. 1 and 1.,3 Mev.. In the past we have counted the beta-particles from these samples 

with good effici.ency but rather poor reproducibility because of the involved 

chemical procedure through which the biological tissue samples had· to be put in 

order to prepare them for counting.. The procedure consisted of chemically digest= 

ing the tissuesto get them into solution and then electroplating the iron or 

cobalt content on metal discs in order to get samples that were thin enough so 

that the self absorption of the beta-particles was low., The use of scintillation 
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counting makes it possible to eliminate.the· el,eqtroplating anq·_other ·chem.J;cal. · 

preparation., The activity of the samples is. measured simp~r by placing the 

tissues in glass vials without. any other pr~paration and then pla~ing' \;he vials 

in the counter., The gamma-rays penetrate the tissue and the walls of the vial 

without appreciable loss and are counted when they are absorbed in the phosphor 

of the scintillation counter" 

The counting efficiency of the scintillation method described here is about 

equal to the counting efficiency when beta=particles from electroplated s~ples 

are counted by means of a mica window G-M counter., Th~ background ~ount 0 how= 

'' 
everD is several times higher 0 making it impossible to count very weak samples" 

' In spite of thisD the scintillation method saves so much work in preparing the 

samples and gives such reproducible results compared to the beta=particle count= 

ing method that it is greatly preferred in this laboratory for tracer work with 

Co6° and Fe59., It will no doubt prove equally useful for many other gamma emit= 

ting isotopes., 

The Existence of a Counting Plat~au 
'C'\, ·, 

An important requirement of a counter for radioactive samples is that it· 

must be adequately stable., At first'it was thought that this ~ight be a diffi= 

cult requirement to meet in a scintillation counter since a stable counter ~ould 

be very difficult to construct if a counting pl~teau simiia~ to.that of~ G=M 
co1.mter did. not exist., We have found that a reasonably satisf.actory plateau 

'";j 

does exist when counting gamma= rays with energies of about Oo 3 Mev and greater · 
',I •· • 

when a suitable phosphor and a selected 5819 phototube are used at room tempera= 

ture., Anthracene~ stilbeneD and thallium activated sodium iodide ar.e satisfactory 
. . 

phosphor materials" Calcium tungstate a cadmium tungstate 9 and terphenyl dissolved 
. . 

in m-xylene are materials from which we have not obtained good plateaus., However D 

Mayneord4 has reported obtaining a platea;if~om c~lcium ~gstate and ~n RCA 1P21 
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photo~ultiplier at liquid nitrogen temperature .. 

A typical plateau curve for a counter consisting of a large flat anthracene 

crystal and an RCA 5819 phototube is shown in Fig., lc. The crystal was q~i;e 

large. about 1 3/4 x 1 3/4 x 7/8 inches. but contained many flaws., The flat side 

was cemented to the phototube face with transparent cement. The rest of the crys-

tal was covered with aluminum foil. to r~flect _light from the crystal into the photo= 

tube., The assembly was then covered with black photographic tape :to- exclude ambi-

ent light from the phototube., 

Plateau curves are shown for gamma-rays from co60• Fe59• and Il3l• Unlike 

a GaM counter • the plateau slope is different for each isotope., If ~ operating 

voltage o~ 1850 volts is selected1 .the slope of' the plateau is 4 percent _pel' 

hundred volts for Co60 , 7 percent per hundred volts for Fe 59 , and 10 percent per 

hundred volts for I 131 • As will be explained l~ter in this paper, the operating 

voltage given on these curves is not the actual voltage on the phototube., It is 

the voltage read on the scaler voltmeter, which is about 56 percent greater than 

the phototube voltage., 

The Il31 plateau is observed to have a steeper slop~ than -the Fe59 plateau, 

and further more. it begins at a higher voltage., This is. due to the fact that 

-I131 emits gamma-rays of' lower energy which produce weaker scintillations., If' 

gamma-rays· of still lower· energy were to be counted. a shorter and steeper plateau 

would result and this method of' counting would become less_ practical., 

It may be wondered why the plateau slope .for co60 is less _than the slope 

for Fe59 while the energy of the two· gamma-rays emitted by e'ach isotope is almost. 

exactly the same., The reason· is that co60 emits its two gamma-rays in coincidence 

while Fe59 does not., Quite of'ten1 therefore, Co60 produces two scintillations in 

coincidence., This results in a bright scintillation that is recorded as a single 

count over a wider range of phototube voltage., The net result of' these coincident 
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scintillations is to give a longer plateau with slightly less dope~ 
. . 

The curve labeled background in ·Fig~· 1 was taken witiJ. the ~~pl~s~ re1llov~d» 

but with the crystal still in place, and therefore shows the background due to· 

stray gamma- and cosmic-radiation and noise pulses from the phototube". · 'l'he curve 

labeled phototube noise was taken· with the crystal removed and .. therefore shows the 

contribution to the background of photo~be noise alone., ·The background With the 

crystal in·place and with 1 1/2 inches of lead shielding is 125 counts per minute 

at the operating voltage of 1850 volts" The contribution to this background ftom 

phototube noise alone is less tha'n one count per :minute at this voltage ... ·Virtu= 

ally the entire background is. due to· stray radiation entering the crys·tal" 

The slope and length of the plateaus obtained depends not onl-y on the ~ype 

of phosphor and optical arrangement!) but also· on the sensitivity of the particular' 

5818 photoube usedj).a less sensitive tube giVing a. shorter plateau wttli greater 

slope., The tubes used to obtain the curves given in this paper were the best of 

a group of eight phototubese 

The resolving time of one of. the above counters was measured and. fo'Und to. 

be about 6 microseconds" ·This· corresponds to the resolving time of the scaler., 

as would be expected, since. the decay time of anthracene and stilbene have been 

measured to be a· fraction· of a nlicrosecondo 5 The decay time of thal.lium act:i= : 

vated sodium iodide is appro:xinately 0 0 25 microsecond0
6 

From the data presented$ it seems that a very practical sample counter ·can 

be made which operates at room temperatureo The existence of the coutltin·~ pla= 

teau indicates that a counter with stable characteristics can be constructed" 

The fact that the count drops· practically to zero when the crystal is removed 

indicates that phototube noise is not being· appreciably counted" The background 

can. be reduced further only by shielding the crystal and phototube or by: some· 

other method that will reduce the ;number of unwanted. scintillations" ·Therefore,!) 
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it is not necessary to refrigerate the phototube or to use two phototubes which 

count only coincidences in order to count fairly high energy gamma-rays with the 

three phosphor materials and the.phototube mentioned above., However, s~ch meas~ 

ures may still be necessary for counting very low energy gamma-rayso other experi~ 

. . 2 7 8 
menters have reported on these methodso » ' 

The Vial Sample Counter 

As mentioned before, we have found it advantageous to count samples which 

are containe.d in glass vials., A drawing showing the general form of a counter . 

of this type is :shown in Fig., 2.. The crystals are arranged around a well in which 

the sample vials are placed.. Thus the counting geometry is high since the phos= · 

phor partially surrounds the sampleo The aluminum housing serves as a :light tight 

shield to prevent ambient light from entering the phototubeo It also provides a 

reflecting surface for the scintillation light, and preven~s stray beta=particles 

from entering the crystale The brass abs6rber which fits between the vial. and 

the aluminUm. housing provides part of' the absorption path to prevent beta-particles 

from entering the phosphor from the sample, and also prevents the housing from 

becoming contaminated by activity that may be picked_up from contact with the 

sample vials.. If the absorber becomes containi.nated from contact with the samples.~~ 

it can easily be removed and cleanedo 

We have constructed counters of this type using anthracene, stilbene, and 

thallium activated sodium iodide crystals.. The most satisfactory counters were 

those which used thallium activated sodium iodide.. They had the highest effici;,., 

ency by almost a factor of three, and they also had the longest plateaus with 

the least slope.. The anthracene and stilbene counters had plateaus which were 

satisfactory only for the .higher energy gamma emitters& 

The plateau curve for a typical vial sample counter with thallium activated 
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sodium iodide as the phosphor is shown in Fig., 3., At an operating voltage of 
. ' . . . ' 

1800 volts 8 the slope of the plate_au is 2 perce~t per hun~ed volt~ fo: co60a 

3 percent per hundr~d volts for Fe59D and 6 percent per hundred volts for rl31., 
" ' • • . 'I 

The .absolute counting efficiency whet?- cc:>unting 2 milliliters of solution 

contained in a 1 dram glass vial is 29.,8 perce~t for co60 and 17.,5 percent fo~ 

~e59 where the absolute counting efficiency is defined as the sample counting 

rate ll"ecorded by the counter divided by the disintegration rate of the ~ample" 

The background count when shielded by 1 1/? inches of lead with an additional 

1/4 inch of aluminum. next to the counter is about 220 counts per minute" -when 

shielded by about· 4 inches of lead with 2 inche_s of steel next to the counter 8 

the background is about 160 counts per minute" The background when· the counter 

is unshielded is about 4000 counts per minute" The importance of at least a 

small amount of shielding for this type of counter is shown by the large reduc= 

tion in background obtained with either of the lead shields., 

Comparing this counter to a thin window G-M counter which c.ounts beta~ 

particles from electroplated samples 9 the absolute counting eff'ioieJ?.CY. f?r 

Fe59 is 17 0 5 percent for the scintillation counter and about 16 percent for the 

G-M method" ·The backgrounds are about 160 and 25 counts per minute 8 respectively" 
-~ ,:.· 

Therefore 8 . the so.intillation counter is le~s sen.~itiv~ by a factor of six for 

Fe59" It is less ,sensitive by a factor of three for Co60" However·a larger 

samples can sometimes be used or longer counts taken to reduce the disadvantage 

\ 

for very weak .sampleso 

The phosphor was made from two single crystals shaped and fitted together 

to form an annultl,r ring w.i. th an outside diameter of 1 3/4 inches-P an inside .. dia'":' 

meter of' 3/4 inchs and a height of 7/8 incho Since sodium iodide is hygroscopic/) 

the crystals are protected from air by being immersed in Nujola a. clear mineral 
' , - , _· , ' I 

oil
0 

after the method described by Hofstadter and Mcintyre 0 
9 FirstD howeverD the 
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yellow colored film which forms on sodium iodide cry~tals when they are exposed 

to air was removed., Gn.e way to remove the film is to imnierse the entire crystal 

for about a minute in acetone., and then dry it and imm~rse it in Nujol., The . 

acetone dissolves the Y,ellow film and also some of the surface of' tie arystalleaving 

it very transparent., The crystals are then put into the aluminum holder and it 

is filled with Nujol.. Then a lucite disc is fitted into the bottom of the alumi

num holder to retain the oile The side of the lucite disc nearest the phototube 

is provided with a curved surface Which fits closely against the top of the 

phototube. A few drops of Canada Balsam between the luci te disc and ,the photo

tube provides a better optical path for the scintillation light.. The tWt> parts 

are then taped together with black photographic ta~e to complete the counter., 

Fig., 4 shows a curve of the efficiency of the counter ve~su~ the volume of 

sample contained in the vialo This curve. is of use when counting liquid or soft 

tissue samples of various volumes., The efficiency remains approximately constant 

unti 1 the volume reaches 1., 5 milliliters, after which the efficiency begins to 

decreaseo It is interesting to note that san:iples which occupy 1.,5 milliliters 

or less can be counted at a kno'Wll absolute efficiency without knowing the exact 

volume of the sample., Thus it is possible to measure the activity of small bits 

of biological tissue by s:imply packing them into the bottom of the vial and count

ing them., It may be necess,ary to homogenize the samples for the most accurate 

measurements if the activity is very unevenly distributed in the sample., 

The plateau curve for a vial sample counter using anthracene crystals is 

shown in Fig., 5., At an operating voltage of 1800 volts, the slope of the plateau 

is 9 percent per hundred volts for eo60 and 11 percent per hundred volts for 

Fe 59., The slope of the rl31 plateau is 34 percent per hundred volts when the 

'counter is operated at 1900 volts.. The increased slope of the plateau curves 

of this counter is partly due to the fact that it employs larger crystals than 
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the one just described8 and thus has lower optical ef'ficiencyo · .Tche crystals. 

in this coun:t;er were shaped to fonn an annular ring w.i. th an outside diameter of 

1 3/4 inches 8 an inside diameter of' 3/4 inches ·and. a height of 1 5/8 inches" The 

bottom of each crystal was cemented to the phototube window with Canada Balsam to 

obtain the best optica~ efficiency" 

The absolute counting efficiency of this counter when counting 2 milliliters 

of solution contained in a 1 dram glass vial is 13ol percent f'cir Co60 and. 7 0 0 per= 

cent for Fe59 " When counting 4 milliliters of solution in the same size vial~> the 

efficiency is lloO percent for co60 and 6.,4 percent for Fe59" ·· The, background count 

when shielded by 1 1/2 inches of lead with an .additional lo4 inch of aiuminum 

next to the counter is about 1_20 counts per minuteo When shielded by 4 inches. of' 

lead w.i. th 2 inches of steel next to the. counter 0 the backgroundis abqut 80 counts 

per minute" The background with the coimter unshielded is about 600 counts per 

minute" 

While the. plateau slopes for Fe59 and Co60 ,are not quite as flat as.those 

from a good G=M counter I) this counter is sti 11 satisfactory for the higher energy 

gamma emitters since it is possible to control the high voltage from a good scaler 

to within 10 volts» and any error due to variation of' the high voltage is there'C'. 

for kept to within about 1 percento However 0 if rl31 were to be counted~> the 

error would be as much as 3 or 4 percent assuming the same .vo:J.tage regulatione 

. ' 

A Directional In-vivo Counter 

An outline drawing of. the directional in=vivo scintillation counter which 

has been. used in this laboratory .for.the lqcalization of Fe59 in human subjects. 

The phosphor .is a one inch cubic piece of' thalli~ activated 

sodium iodide located just behind the aperture and in contact with the phototube 

f'aceo Anthracene and stilbene crystals can be used .as phosphors b~t .the counting 

efficiency for crystals of I the same size is about one third. as high because of 
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the lower densi-ty and lower atomic number of these materials compared to sodium 

iodideo The plateaus obtained are about the same as the ones sho'Wll ·ror ·the other 

counters using the same phosphor and a similar optical arrangement .. 

The counting efficiency When thallium activated sodium iodide is used is such 

that 38 percent of the gamma-rays from Co60 or Fe59 which go through the aperture 

are counted" The background is about 100 counts per minute 0 The efficie~cy is 

higher than a G-M counter by a factor of about 55 6 since the efficiency .of a brass 

wall G.;.M counter to 1 0 2 Mev gamma-rays is approximately Oo 7 percentolO · The back= 

ground of the scintillation counter is higher by a factor of about 5 ·assuming a 

normal background o£ about 20 counts per minute for a G-M gamma counter., There= 

fore~ the sensitivity of the scintillation counter to weak sources is higher .. by a 

factor of about 11 over a G-M counter .. 

A curve shoWing the directionality of the counter when a 7/8 inch·aperture 

is used is shown in Fig. 7. It shows that a sample gives half as strong a response 

when it is 15 .. 80 off the axis of maximum counting. c. Greater or less directionality 

can be obtained, of course, by changing the size of the aperture.. Two inches of 

lead shielding are used on all sides of the crystal and.the phototube .. This pro

vides adequate shielding for isotopes having a gamma-ray energy slightly above 1 

Mev or lasso 

A magnetic shield should be provided around the phototube· to minimize the 

effects of the earthis magnetic field if it is desired· to point the counter in 

different directions.. Magnetic fields can change the gain of the phototube and 

therefore change the efficiency of the counter .. 

The electronic circuit of the counter is described in the next section.; The 

entire phototube circuit including the cathode follower is located inside the lead 

shield in order to shorten the signal lead between the phototube and cathode fol= 

lower" The cables leading to the scaler can then be several yards long if desired .. 
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Circuit Detai Is 

A diagram of the phototube circuit is shown in Figo 8 0 It is designed• to 

connect directly to a scaling circuit ordinari-ly used for G=M· co~nting., * rn ef

fect, the addition of this circuit converts the G-M scaler into a_scintillation 

countero 

In order to make it possible to connect the. phototube directly to the G-M' 

sealer without an additional amplifier or power supply9 a high load resistance is 

used in the anode.• lead of the phototube., Pul.ses. are developed across this load 

resistance which are large enough in amplitude and duration to operate the s_caler 

without additional amplification9 providing the capacitanc.e acros~ the load resist..: 

ance is low., T.he capacitance is kept as low as possible by using a cathode fol= 

lower to feed the signal to the shielded ca,ble that _connectsthe pho~otube circuit 

to the scaler~ The resulting pulses operate _the scaler directly with. less than 

the maximum rated voltage of 1250 volts applied to the phototubeo, 

In previously reported ~~eriments on scintillation ,coun.tingD the :phototube 

voltage is kept constant and a variable. pulse -height discriminator:- is used to in= 

vestigate the various pulse heights produced" We have found it convenient for our 

purposes to set the scaler sensitivity to a ,fixed value 9 usually 0 0 1 volt or l,ess 9 

and then vary the high voltage applied to the phototube to change the _s<msi ti ~ ty 

of the countero The resulting curves are easy to interPret from a practical point 

of view since they are similar to the plateau curves obtained from G-M counter~o 

The operating voltage as read on the scaler voltmeter is. 56 percent gr_eater 
l ·- ! 

than the actual voltage applied to the pho,totube o The scaler we used contains.a 
• . ·' ! ·r 

1 megohm protective .resistance in the high voltage lead which causes the v9ltage 

at the scaler high voltage terminal. to drop when ,any appreciable current. is drawn 

* We have used a Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Co~poration Model ;1.63 scale~ o 
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through it.. A small amount of current is .drawn by the voltage divider to which 

the phototube dynodes are connected. The resistor was left in the scaling circuit 

partly as a safety precaution and also because it makes it slightly easier to main-

tain a constant voltage on the phototube. 

An important requirement for stable operation which has not been mentioil.C?d yet 

is that the input sensitivity of ·the. scaler must remain constant. This is a· neces

sary eondi tion to prevent changes in the co~ting efficiency since a scintillation 

counter is a proportional c~unting device 0 The scaler we have used is fairly satis= 

factory in this respect although it has been observed that over periods .. c:)f' several 

months 6 changes in input sensitivity have occurred which required sligh:t>readjust-

ment of the scaler input sensitivity or the phototube operating -voltage iri order 

to maintain the same counting efficiency.. Changes in serisitivity.are of course 

detected by the regular counting of a standard sample. A scaling circuit designed 

to have an input sensitivity which is constant over long periods of time Should 

prevent this trouble. 
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Figure Captions 

Anthracene flat c~staf counter plateau 

Outlin·e drawing i:)f scintillation vial sample counter 

Thallium activated sodium iodide scintillation vial counter plateau 

Vial counter sample volume vs. co60 counting efficiency 
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